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CFP: “Re-visioning Alcott: Her Impact on the Work of Later Writers and Artists” 

 

Writers as esteemed and influential as Gertrude Stein, Adrienne Rich, Cynthia Ozick, and J. K. 

Rowling have acknowledged a debt to Louisa May Alcott. References to and re-visionings of 

Alcott’s writing and life have appeared in the work of such authors as Joyce Carol Oates, 

Barbara Kingsolver, Geraldine Brooks, Lynda Barry, and many others. Alcott’s work has also 

been translated to stage and screen, in such forms as musicals, mini-series, and anime. And 

dozens of artists have created illustrations, including May Alcott, Frank Merrill, Jessie Willcox 

Smith, Norman Rockwell, Barbara Cooney, and Tasha Tudor. This session will seek to trace 

Alcott’s impact on the work of writers and artists who have come after, and will consider how 

engagement with her work—fleeting or substantial—makes meaning in these later settings and 

perhaps revises our thinking about Alcott. Please send 200-300 word abstracts electronically to 

Bev Clark at bclark@wheatonma.edu. The deadline for proposals is Monday, January 21, 2013. 

Early submissions welcome. 

 

 

CFP: “Celebrating the Sesquicentennial of Louisa May Alcott's Hospital Sketches:  

A Teaching Round Table” 

 

Published in 1863 to immediate success as the Civil War sloughed into its second year, Hospital 

Sketches is now available in several paperback editions, most with excellent introductions 

detailing its relevance in a variety of classrooms—from literature and history in general to 

women’s, gender, African American, and disability studies in particular. We seek abstracts 

describing successful classroom strategies that feature Hospital Sketches or that present Alcott as 

an important figure in antislavery reform, women's history, and popular literature of the Civil 

War. In which kinds of classrooms is Hospital Sketches an effective springboard for examining 

the development of the Women’s Central Association of Relief as an arm of the US Sanitary 

Commission, and for calling attention to the need for post-war freedmen’s education? How does 

Nurse Periwinkle’s increasing ambivalence toward the war enable us to provide students with a 

more realistic grasp of the human cost of this still too-often romanticized military conflict? How 

does Alcott’s treatment of racial themes in this text compare with similar considerations in her 

other work? How does Hospital Sketches usefully complement themes observable in other works 

that treat the Civil War, not only in Alcott’s writings but in those authored by other (and later) 

writers?  Please send brief abstracts to Sandy Petrulionis at shp2@psu.edu, by January 21, 2013.  
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